To,
Principals/Directors and HODs of Degree/Diploma Engineering, Pharmacy & Management Colleges/Institutes

This is to inform you that Saffrony Institute of Technology (039) is organizing an “Entrepreneurship, Start-up & Innovation” on February 7th, 2020. All GTU affiliated colleges are informed to circulate the details about this conference among all student, faculty members, Innovators, other stakeholders and motivate them to leverage this opportunity.

Date of Conclave: 7th February, 2020
Venue: Near, Shanku’s Water Park, A’bad – Mehsana Highway, Linch, Mehsana

About Conclave

In recent times, Entrepreneurs & Innovators have led to significant wealth creation for themselves, generated immense employment opportunities for the nation and come up with products / services which have solved innumerable societal issues / problems.

A populous & talented country like India with an average age of 27.1 years and more than 50 % in working age need more and more entrepreneurs / innovators to create wealth / generate work opportunities and products / services to improve standard of living of the masses.

With a view of understand, appreciate and emulate the spirit of Entrepreneurship / Innovation, Saffrony Institute of Technology has organized the captioned conclave. A number of eminent Entrepreneurs / Innovators would share their experiences and answers questions of participants besides education them on the start-up ecosystem and government policies / framework to encourage start-ups / innovation in the country.

All Professors and students of last two years of graduation / postgraduate students are eligible to register for the conclave. The registration fee of Rs. 100.00 (inclusive of conclave fees, souvenir, lunch, tea/biscuits etc.) is fully refundable to only students on fully attending the conclave. The registration is on ‘first come first serve basis’. The last day for registration is January 31, 2020 and may close early in case of exhaustion of capacity. The link for speakers profile / topics and registration is: https://home.saffrony.ac.in/register/

For more details about important dates, Speakers etc., kindly refer the Conclave brochure and invitation letter attached with this circular.

For any query regarding the conference, you may kindly email to – kushal.amin@saffrony.ac.in

Sd/-
Registrar